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April/l\ lay 1997

STUDENT LAW JOURNAL

STUDENT LEADERS
By Hansen Alexander

ATNYLS

They work long hours on
honorary publications or for
causes and activities they believe in, often at the expense
of grades. They are the student leaders ofNew York Law School.
After graduating from the University ofVermont, Law Review Editor in Chief Brian
Lansbury headed west to Los Angeles to work
in the entertainment industry. He worked for the
Vice President ofTelevision Casting at MGM and
was an Associate Producer for Fox Television.
In 1993 Lansbury returned east and earned a
Master in Public and Private Management degree from Yale. He worked briefly as an economist for the Port Authority before starting law
school.

in Sports or Entertainment Law. After graduating
with a BA in political science from the University of Rhode Island, Brien worked with mentally handicapped adults and did a stint as a disc
jockey on WRIU, Kingston, Rhode Island. On
WRIU Brien hosted the popular show "Help on
the Way," which featured two hours oflive
Grateful Dead. For the
last two years Brien has
worked as a music publishing/licensing manager for the Knitting
Factory.
Major SBA accomplishments of the
year include the ereJon Brien

Lansbwy lists as
major accomplishments of the
year the Law
Review's second
issue, which centered around the
Federalist Society
Conference, the
third and fourth
Brian Lansbury
double issue (to
appear in May), containing the symposium entitled, "Corporate Philanthropy: Law, Education,
Culture and Politics," organized by Professor
Faith Kahn, and the annual banquet to be held
onApril 17 attheDowntownAthleticClub.
The
banquet will include the presentation of this year's
Charles W. Froessel Award to Mario Cuomo
'
attorney and former Governor of New York.
On April 7, Law Review hosted Daniel
Kornstein 's lecture on Wallace Stevens, NYLS.
class of' 03, and one of the great poets in American history. Stevens was awarded the Pulitzer
PrizeforhisCollectedPoemsin 1955. Thehighlight of'Lansbury's year, however, will take place
in August. A member of the Irish Law Students
Association, Lansbury is getting married and going on a honeymoon throughout Ireland.
SBA President Jon Brien is coming to the
end of his year as head of the student government at NYLS. Brien expects to pursue a career

ation of a new constitution, the best ever Barrister Ball with 350 attendees, and a year long docu-

Continued on Page 3

By David Drossman
Should "Big-Box" retailers
get tax advantages and free reign
to open anywhere in the City?
This was the question hotly debated at the City
Council meeting on land use regulation. Afull room
waited in anticipation to begin the first public discussion of the politically dangerous topic of megastores (10,000+ square feet). June M. Eisland,
the Chair of the Committee on Land Use, called
the meeting to order.
The purpose of the meeting was to allow retailers, manufacturers and the public make opening comments and to debate the issue. The Committee will use this opportunity to form a policy
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Wagner Competition Promotes
Law, Exciting and New
onded by the others.
When asked if they ever thought the comStudents from 43 schools and roughly 300 petition may not happen, Wallis answered "never
judges boarded the Love Boat, which docked at and constantly. You know it's going to
NYLSonMarch 21-23, to compete in the larg- happen ... you know it's going to work ... "
"But," AltLangonefinished, "youdon'tknow
est student-sponsored moot court competition,
how
it will come off We prepared for the worst
run by NYLS 's Moot Court Association.
and
expected
the best, and we far exceeded our
University of California Hastings College of
expectations."
Law won first place in the 21st Annual Robert F.
The crew is credited with putting together
Wagner, Sr., National Labor Law Moot Court
Competition, where teams travelled as far away one of the smoothest-run Wagner competitions
as California, Oregon, Wisconsin and Texas to ever, and much of the behind-the-scene credit is
given to Brian Schrader. Everyone agreed that
compete.
"without
him we'd be lost." Schrader is credited
The Love Boat,
with insuring that the
which was the theme of
"This
is
one
of
the
most
competitors were
this year's fact pattern,
quickly and effiwas the brain child of
important events at New
ciently
sent to the
Steven H. Klein, who,
York
Law
School,
but
it
has
correct
rooms
during
along with Andrea Barton
the
66
preliminary
Reeves, wrote the com- not alwavs been treated that
rounds, Octofinals,
plex labor law problem
way"
quarterfinals, andfiand bench brief Thinking
nalrounds.
Additionof the theme was the easy
ally,
he
and
Moot
Court
Executive
Editor
Lisa
part, said Klein, who describes himself as a "'70s
D
'Ateno
spent
the
duration
of
the
competition
freak." Convincing Barton Reeves that Julie
McCoy would make the perfect plaintiff was the behind calculators, totaling the scores from each
round.
hard part.
Lebovits explained that it was not necessarJudges, students, alum and participants had
ily
labor
law that was the big draw, but the effort
nothing but praise for the competition.
"It's one of the most professionally executed that goes into hosting such a big competition.
competitions in the nation, so it makes it a plea- Labor law is not exactly the most popular field of
sure to participate in at every level," said Cristin law, he said, but the students take the time to
have three preliminary rounds per team, fair scorF1ynn, Vice Chair of the Association.
ing,
large panels ofjudges, beautifµl awards, food,
"I heard a lot of judges say that this year
and
one of the nicest banquets for competitors.
was the best fact pattern, and there's been a lot
This
causes schools to flock to the competition.
of terrific fact patterns," added Moot Court AsThe
Wagner,
however, has not always gotten the
sociation faculty advisor Professor Gerald
recognition it deserves.
Lebovits.
"This is one of the most important events at
Simply put, one participant told students at
the end of the weekend that out of the six moot New York Law School, but it has not always
court competitions he had participated in, Wagner been treated that way," Lebovits added. "It's
treated as a strained distant relative, who you
"was the best run."
Inaddition to Klein and Barton-Reeves, the want to know is doing well but prefer not to meet.
Wagner team was chaired by Peter Wallis and It's really well-known except at New York Law
Nichelle Langone. David Werbel was the Wagner School."
Reportedly, four years ago, and again two
editor, who along with Katherine Lim, Joseph
Puhekker and Barton Reeves, each read and years ago, there were internal threats by faculty
members to eliminate the Wagner competition.
graded all 43 briefs.
The five agree that the best part was work- But protests from other schools, alum, judges,
students and members in the community preing together.
By Kimberly Auerbach

"Professionally and personally this was one
ofthe best experiences I have had in law school,"
Alt Langone said. The remark was quickly sec-

vailed

• Still, those involved would like to see more
Continued on Page 22

Be Productive This Summer!
The Reporter invites students to do book reviews and write articles
over the summer. Listed are some suggestions for reading:
Prof Karen Gross
Failure & Forgiveness: Rebalancing the
Bankruptcy System
Law & Mental Disability
Prof Michael Perlin,
Defending Pornography
Prof Nadine Strossen
Sexuality & the Law
Prof Arthur Leonard
The Evolving Constitution
Prof Jethro Lieberman
In a Time of Trouble: Law and Liberty
Prof Stephen Ellmann
in South Africa's State of Emergency
All books can be purchased at the bookstore
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mentation of student complaints about NYLS
that has been sent to the administration.
Former Irish Republican Anny soldierBrian
Pearson, convicted in Northern Ireland for fighting against apartheid and the 800-year occupation oflreland by the British Army, won his dramatic extradition battle
with the U.S. Government
in March. He could thank
Jessica O' Kane, who assisted Pearson's lawyers.
President of the Irish Law
Students Association,
~a
0. Kane
0 'Kane was a student
government leader at SUNY Buffalo before talcing time to hitchhike through Africa and Ireland.
O'Kane's leadership helped bring the Irish Peace
Talks Conference, the Irish Industrial Board, and
Irish-Americancivil rights lawyerCody McCone
to NYLS this year. Through O'Kanc's leadership, NYLS's Irish Students Association also
marched for the first time in this year's St.
Patrick's Day Parade and
marched at the British
consulate to protest the
imprisonment in London
of pregnant Irish activist
Roisin McAliskey. Most
recently she accepted a
nomination to serve on an
international committee to
oversee the Orange
Marches in Northern Ireland this summer.
It will surprise no one to learn that a portrait
of General Douglas MacArthur hangs over
Takashi Kagawa 's desk in his Chinatown apartment. Kagawa served as second-in-command
for a battalion of more than 400 cadets at the
Citadel, where he was graduated Magna Cum
Laude. As president of the Asian American Law
Students Association, Kagawa has overseen a
restructuring of AALSA:froma socially oriented
club to a more professional organization.
AALSA initiated a speaker's
program that introduces career opportunities in the
Pacific Rim for
New YorkCity lawyers and dramatically increased activemembership.
Stephen Bonfais founder and President of
the Italian American Law Students Assoc. A .
former Fordham Student Body President who
has researched African political and economic
policy for the United Nations, Bonfa' s leadership helped to bring a distinguishedethics panel
to NYLS, helped to create a networking lunch
at the Italian Consulate hosted by the Confederation of Columbus, and helped to organize a
judicial lunch with fourjudges on April 8. Bonfa
has done extensive charity work, including
fundraisingfor The American Cancer Society.
Mary Defesi Delman is President of the International Law Society and served as Jessup
Moot Court Chair this year. Delman, who graduated from Skidmore College and studied international finance at the American University of
Rome, had a career in advertising before coming
to law school. Delman prepared print and broadcast advertising and was responsiblefor public
relations for Tourneau/HarvardMarketing. At

Bozell Worldwide,
Delman managed media broadcast accounts
for clients such as
AmericanAirlines.
This
year Delman helped to
organize the International Law Society's
teas with Professor
Moghrabi, held on
October 23 and
March 4, the Brown
Bag luncheon to discuss transnationallitigation with Professor
Belly on February 25,
and the annual Otto
WalterAlumni Appreciation luncheon on
April 3.
JournalofHuman
Rights Editor-in-Chief
William Hauptman
earned a B.A. in Political Science from
Hobart College. After
graduation, Hauptman
interned with Senator
Frank Lautenberg of
New Jersey and
worked as a legal assistant with the criminal division at the U.S.
Justice Department in
its organizedcrime and
racketeeringsection in
Miami, Florida.Hauptman
is listed in Who s Who:
American Law Students.
Major Human Rights
Journal accomplishments
in the 1996-97 school
year include an all-day
symposium on the policy ,....;;;;=::.__ _ _..;;:;;;....;=;;:o
and legal issues surround- WtlliamHauptman
ingsingle-sexpubliceducation, the upcoming publication by NYLS professors on legal issues raised by human cloning,
and the Journalbanquetwhichwill honor Dr. Ruth
Westheimer for her commitment to the field of
hwnanrights.
Hellenic Law Society President Tina
Margellis earned a joint B.A degree in political
science and history from The University of
Toronto. She has excelled in the Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition, winning
Second Best Oralist and submittingthe third best
team brief at this year's North Atlantic Region,
and submitting the second bestteam briefat the
Mid-AtlanticRegion competitionin 1996. The
HLSAyear was highlighted on April 4 when it
presented a panel discussion on the crisis in
Cyprus, featuring Sir Kieran Prendergast,UnderSecretary General of the United Nations, Cypriot Ambassador to the United States, Andros A.
Nikolaides. Professor Chen, who teaches our
international law course, was the moderator.
HLSA also conducted a fundraiser at the Y-Nat
Sports Bar in Astoria that will benefitthe Ronald
McDonald House.
Beth Feder is Co-President, along with
Kate Usdrowski, ofthe Public InterestCoalition.
The P.I.C. auction was more successfulthan ever
this year. Feder is pleased that P.I.C. has grown
tremendouslyin her three years at New York Law

j
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School. Feder feels P.I.C. has been quite successful this year in educating the student body
on public job openings, events and items of interest. AmemberoftheNational Criminal Justice Honor Society while earning a B. S. degree
in the AdministrationofJusticeand Political Science at Rutgers, Feder has also worked in the
Sex Crimes and Special Victims Bureau in the
Brooklyn DA's office.Feder realized a long time
goal this year when she and Tamara Katcher cofounded the Domestic Violence Project.
Latino Law Students Association President
Geraldine Hernandez, an Evening division student, earned a B.A in Political Science at Trenton State. Hernandez was responsible for the
marketing and sales of Patrick Ewing International Athletic Footwear and Apparel at American Integrated Resources Corporation, did market research at The New
York Publishing
Company and has
been the recipientof
three service awards
as a Benefit Representative at Tiaa-Cref.
For the third consecutive year LaLSA organized the popular Multi-culturalFestival, held
on March 27. Hernandezdelivered the welcoming address at the festival and introduced the
keynote speaker,Telesforo del Valle, Jr., NYLS
class ofl982. LaLSAworked with the Puerto
Rican Bar Association on the February 19 reception for U.S. Court of Appeals Judge Jose
A. Cabranes and sponsored the Hispanic National Bar-Law Student Division Regional 1
Conference on April 5. Hernandez served as the
Continued on Page 7
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HOW YOUNGER CONSUMERS
CAN BENEFIT FROM WHOLE
LIFE INSURANCE
By Jeffrey Eichner
LOOKING TOWARD
TOMORROW
Jeffrey Eichner is a member of NYLS's Alumni

Board.
According to a recent
•
survey (1), more people between the ages of 18
to 34 believe in UFOs than believe there will be
money left in Social Security when they retire.
One could dismiss this merely as the voice of a
cynical generation, but many financial experts have
also expressed reservations regarding the future
of the US Social Security system. With working
baby-boomers comprising a large portion of the
US population, the current Social Security system, funded by the nation's work force, is fine.
But what happens when today's boomers
retire, and become tomorrow's recipients of Social Security benefits? What if there are more
people receiving benefits in the next century than
there are in the work force funding those benefits?

The first asset that younger
consumers should seek to
protect-perhaps the most
important asset-is
themselves, and what they
have today.
Many individuals in their twenties and thirties aren't wasting time speculating - they're planning for the future. According to the June 15,
1995 Wall Street Journal, 61 % of "twenty-somethings" responding to a survey sponsored by
Kemper Financial Services, Inc. (a Chicago
based money management firm) stated that they
or their spouse had put money aside for retirement. The article also revealed that many respondents "were prepared to cut personal spending now in order to save for retirement." Even
more so than the boomers before them, today's
under-35s are planning for the long-term future.
With a responsiblemindfocused
on the future, it's
also important to
keep an eye on to~
I
day,aswell.
~
Perhaps this is
why one of the preferred long-term financial vehicles named by the respondents of the Kemper
poll was life insurance. It's wise to want to preserve future assets as long as it does not turn into
a situation of"putting the cart before the horse."
While the baby boomer generation may have
been inclined to ignore insurance in favor of financial products with potentially quicker and
higher returns, more and more consumers under
thirty-five have recognized the Iong-term advantages of products such as whole life insurance.
The first asset that younger consumers should
seek to protect-perhaps the most important asset-is themselves, and what they have today.
Whole life insurance is a smart step in that direc-

tion
STARTING WITH TODAY
The beauty of whole life insurance is that it
not only offers the long-term benefits of cash value
and tax-deferred accumulation, but it also offers
immediate coverage in the event of a tragedy. For
a married individual, the need for life insurance is
obvious; so much rides on an income the family
is counting on: the mortgage payments, living
expenses, child care cost-even the future plans
for a child's education.
For young single individuals, the life insurance need is sometimes less obvious, but just as
real. A crucial step toward true independence
lies in making sure that no one else will be forced
to shoulder the consequences of choices that
we've made. Many people in their twenties have
to borrow money from their families or from financial institutions. Frequently, young singles with
student loans or mortgages on a condo are only
able to secure these funds by having a loved one
co-sign the loan. If something were to happen to
the young single person, the person who co-signed
the loan would be fully responsible for the debt
repayment. What ifthere were net enough liquid
resources to pay off the debts and loans? Losing a loved one is difficult enough; combined with
having to deal
with exorbitant
financial debts
and struggles, it
quickly
becomes a devastating experience.
Whole life insurance protects against the financial consequences of these potential tragedies, and it also
gives the younger consumer a financial foundation to build on for the rest ofhis/her life. With
cash value, tax deferred growth, and the accumulation potential of dividends(2), whole life insurance can easily evolve from today's protection plan to the beginning of tomorrow's retirement plan. What's more: The younger the insured, the more affordable insurance is. Since
everyone needs this coverage sooner or later, it's
a good idea to get it when it's more affordableand when good health will usually assure coverage. Unfortunately, once health has declined, insurance is often no longer an option. Ironically,
this could be when people need it the most.
Whether anticipating the future or focusing
on today, the under-35 consumer should always
keep this in mind: The ideal plan allows for
today's protection as well as tomorrow's possibilities. The financial choices made today impact
the rest of one's life.
For more information about the advantages
of whole life insurance, please contact Jeffrey
Eichner at (212)261-0247. 40West 57th Street
32ndFloor, New York, NY 10019.
(1) Survey was conducted in September of
1994 by Frank Luntz for the under-35 political
advocacy group Third Millennium.
(2) Dividends are based on the policy's applicable dividend scale or interest crediting rate
which is neither guaranteed nor an estimate of
future performance.
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Summer 1996 Bar Exam
Pass Rate:
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
00

Students Supplementing With
PMBR (117of129 Passed!)
Increase Your MBE Score ...
Increase Your Odds Of Passing! .

lfu!I!~~
NATIONWIDE

TOLL FREE: (800) 523-0777
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THE CONSTITUTION WAS CREATED
AS A PRACTICAL DOCUMENT TO GET
THINGS DONE
(I'he third and final article in a three-part series
on James Madison s Notes
on the Constitutional
Convention of 1787.)

against slavery, the "intent" of the convention was
to have no slavery. Yet slavery was allowed on
practical grounds for the Constitution's adoption.
The framers would probably laugh at the term
"strict constructionism," for the delegates exBy Hansen Alexander
pected their descendants to interpret the document according to the needs and mores of those
future days.
A shocking surprise in
With the end of slavery and the passage of
the convention notes reveals that without the acceptance of slavery, there would have been no the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments after the
United States of America. While the majority of Civil War, the people of the United States were
delegates opposed slavery=-Virginia's George freed of the albatross of the evil of'slavery and
Mason said, "It is essential in every point of view permitted them, for the first time, to interpret bathat the General Government should have power sic freedoms, implied in the Bill of Rights. Conto prevent the increase of slavery" - the minor- trary to the majority opinion in Griswold v. Conity who favored it were passionate in its defense necticut, which legalized contraception and
and those states would not join a United States if carved out privacy as a Constitutional right, and
slavery were outlawed.
which suggested the 14th Amendment's due proSouth Carolina's John Rutledge was not cess clause incorporated the Bill of Rights, the
subtle in his threat on August 21 as he told the 14th Amendment made it possible to realize (not
convention, "The true question at present is incorporate) the Bill ofRights.
whether the Southern States shall or shall not be
parties to the Union. If the Northern States conThe framers would
sult their interest, they will not oppose the increase
of Slaves which will increase the commodities of probably laugh at the term
which they will become the carriers."
"strict constructionism,"
Rutledge's fellow South Carolinian Charles
for the delegates expected
Pinkney added, "South Carolina can never receive the plan if it prohibits the slave trade."
their descendants to
Connecticut's Roger Sherman signaled the
interpret the document
North's pragmatic acceptance of slavery the next
day when he said that while he opposed slavery,
according to the needs and
the states possessed the right to import slaves
mores of those future days.
and it was "expedient to have as few objections
as possible to the proposed scheme of Government." It was better to let the Southern States
Nevertheless the Constitution was written
import slaves than to part with them, if they made with the bitter experiences of the framers in mind.
that a sine qua non," Sherman continued.
Nothing had been so galling in the years leading
Slavery was codified into the Constitution to and during the Revolution than the forced housunder Article 1 Section 2, where tlrree-fifths of ing of British soldiers and the arbitrary searches,
each slave was counted for tax purposes and for seizures and violations of the privacies of Americalculating the number of House members for cans. The Fourth Amendment's words-"The
each state, which was based on population, re- right of the people to be secure in their persons,
ferred to as "all other persons," and under Ar- houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonticle IV, Section 2, which called for the return of able searches and seizures, shall not be vioescaped slaves from one state to another.
lated" - is an ironclad guarantee of the right to
Massachusetts delegate Eldridge Gerry, who privacy. Perhaps not absolute, but at least ironwould later serve as vice president, proved not clad. It is impossible to accept the notion that the
all northerners were enlightened on the slavery framers believed in the arbitrary violation of their
issue. Gerry objected to counting tlrree-fifths of homes and bodies by any government at any time.
the slaves for taxes and tabulating the size of
It is my contention therefore, that Justice
House delegations because, he said, "Why then Douglas' much mocked penumbra theory in
should the blacks, who were property in the Griswold has been badly misinterpreted. DouSouth, be in the rule of representation more than glas was purposeful, I believe, in insisting upon
the Cattle & horses of the North." Another the penumbra metaphor. Logically, for there to
northerner, Gouveneur Morris of Pennsylvania, be a penumbra, or shadow, there must have been
stated bluntly that he was against counting blacks a sun to begin with. That sun is the right of prifor taxes or Congressional representation be- vacy.
cause "Pennsylvania would revolt at the idea of
Another surprise is the opposition to a vice
being put on a footing with slaves."
president. Gerry said there should be no vice
Ironically, two southerners, Butler and president, that considering how close he would
Pinckney of South Carolina, insisted that "blacks be to the president it would be "absolutely imbe included in the rule of Representation, equally proper" to have the vice president as defined,
with the Whites."
which meant being the official head of the senate.
The slavery issue demonstrates the difficulty Roger Sherman cynically suggested that if the vice
of proving the "original intent" of the framers. president were not president of the senate, he
Clearly the vast majority of the delegates were would "be without employment." George Ma-
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son suggested that the office of vice president
was "an encroachment on the rights of the Senate; and that it mixed too much the Legislative &
Executive, which as well as the Judiciary departments, ought to be kept as separate as possible."
The Constitutional notes make clear that the
framers never intended for individuals to have the
right to carry guns in some kind of vigilante defense force or to take the law into their own
hands. Despite the often repeated assertion that
the 2nd Amendment gives individuals the right to
buy and possess guns, the amendment actually
limits the right of carrying guns to members of a
state or national militia. The amendment reads in
full, "A well regulated Militia, being necessary to
the security ofa free State, the right of the people
to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
The intention of the framers in the debates is
very clear concerning the context of arms and a
militia. On August 18, George Mason said, "The
Militia ought therefore to be the more effectually
prepared for the public defence." Roger Sherman
said, "the States might want their Militia for defence against invasion and insurrections, and for
enforcing obedience to their laws. So the militia
would act both as emergency defender and police force. Oliver Ellsworth suggested that the
"militia should have the same arms and exercise
and be under rules established by the General
Government." But while Ellsworth championed
"uniformity of arms ... for the Militia," Jonathan
Dayton ofNew Jersey suggested that, "In some
places rifles would be most proper, in others
muskets." Other legal treaties and agreements,
such as Grant's post Civil War settlement with
Confederate soldiers, allowed men to keep their
arms for hunting purposes, not taking the law into
their own hands or waging further war.
Article IV, Section 2, could be a serious impediment to the present conservative cause to
downsize government and move responsibilities
such as education entirely to local authorities, for
it reads, "The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens
in the several States."

It is my contention that
Justice Douglas' much
mocked penumbra theory
in Griswold has been badly
misinterpreted.
The framers clearly anticipated the power
offormer members becoming lobbyists and railed
against the possible practice; but in the end, did
nothing about it.
With the notable exception of the "XYZAffair" during George Washington's second term
as president (when the French Foreign Minister
tried to influence domestic U.S. opinion in an obvious and heavy-handed manner), the history of
the new nation has been remarkably free of intrigue and interference from foreigners.
Continued on Page 18
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HNBA Regional Conference Committee Chairperson.
Moot Court star LisaAljian, President of the
Media Law Project, participated in student experimental theatre at Fairleigh Dickinson, where
she was graduated cum laude. Aljian negotiated
license agreements for clip use for Major League
Baseball Productions before creating her own
company, Aljian Research & Production Ser-

vices, which researched and negotiated film and
photo rights for clients such as Home Box Office, Miramax, Sony Music, Warner Brothers/
Alan Pakula Productions and General Motors.
She also worked as a production manager for
USA Network. Aljian worked last year as a summer associate for Litman, Asche & Gioiella, conducting legal research and writing on civil and
criminal litigation in contracts, torts, corporations
and federal sentencing.
Aljian, who did not even make the first cut

THE BAR EXAM-WHY STUDENTS FAIL·
By Edna Wells Handy, Esq.
Edna WellsHandy is the author of the acclaimed book, You Can Pass Any Bar Exam.
She is the co-founder of the Professional Skills
Center, Inc. of Dallas, Texas and the founder
of the Legal Skills Center of New York. Both
organizations provide bar exam preparation
courses. Contact (212) 332-0832 for more
information.
I still get a chill each time I approach the
location where I attended bar review classes. It
always reminds me of the great emotional, physical and psychological challenge that I faced those
many years ago. As thousands of third year law
students and other bar candidates around the
country begin their preparation for the upcoming bar
exam, they too may experience a chill of sorts, that
which is brought on by the
fearandanxietyoffailingthe
exam. Following close behind that chilling thought will
...
be the list of imaginary
horribles offailing: How
will I face my parents?
Willi evergetajob? How
will I pay back those
·loans? Who will love me?
The purpose of this article is to explore the common reasons why students
and other first time-takers
fail the bar exam and to suggest strategies which can
lead to success. Despite the
nnnors, assumptions and mystery surrounding the
bar exam, there are discernible reasons why many
students fail. Most often, a bar failure can be
traced back to one or more of three primary
sources: inadequate preparation; inappropriate
study habits; and/or unproductive exam anxiety.
We will discuss each in turn.

ever received in life. For others, it is the first time
they have ever failed a course. Still other students experience a loss of their "specialness" by
not making honors, law review or some other
academic distinction. Try as they might to improve their low academic performance, their
grades remain, more or less constant.
Consequently, many students come away
from law school believing that there is little nexus
between the amount of work performed and the
grade received. They study hard. The get one
grade. They hardly study and they get the same
grade.
This absence of a direct connection between
work expended and grade improvement often
leads to belief that there are "forces" beyond a
student's control accounting for the low grades,
e.g., "the professor does not like me," or, "It's
the curve." In their early
years, students may try to
identify those forces. By
third year, many no longer
care.
Regrettably too many of
these third year law students
will approach the bar exam
minimizing the importance of
preparation and discounting
their ability to control circumstances which will enhance their ability to prepare. They will resort to old
study habits like cramming
why
and passive study, which
may have gotten them to the
point of passing law school
exams, but which are almost
always counterproductive to
passing the bar exam.
Not Your Law School Exam
The key to passing the bar exam is preparation
Unlike law school exam answers, there are
"right" answers to all bar exam questions. Students often hear that law professors are not so
much concerned with the "right" answer. Professors want to see how well a student analyses a
problem, applies precedent and justifies a conclusion. For the bar exam, especially the
Multistate or other multiple choice portion, the
opposite is true. To get credit, a student must
identify the "correct'' or "best'' answer from a list
of choices. It does not matter whether the student reasoned his/her way to that answer or sim-

Despite the
rumors,
assumptions and
mvsterv..
surrounding the
bar exam, there
are discernible
reasons
many students
fail.

INADEQUATE PREPARATION
As a bar exam consultant and former law
professor, I often witness a depressing phenomenon-the transformation of energetic, smart,
self-assured college graduates into insecure, depressed and often frustrated bar exam candidates. The reasons? Unfathomable law school
grades and grading policies. For some law students, first year grades are the lowest they had

Continued on Page 23
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in the 1995 Froessel Moot Court Competition,
came back in 1996 to help write the best team
brief and advance to the Octo-Finals. The brief
on Vacca v. Quill, co-written with David Crandall,
will be published in the forthcoming issue of the
Journal of Human Rights. Aljian was a researcher
for the 1997 Robert F. Wagner Labor Law Moot
Court Competition and was an integral part of
the successful NYLS Jessup International Moot
Court team performance this year.
As President of the Media Law Project,
Aljianhas been the driving force behind the successful panel discussion series, which began in
October, 1995, with "The Lawyer's Role in the
Television Business." This academic year the
Media Law Project panel discussions included
"The Lawyer's Role in the Music Business" in
October and "The Lawyer's Role in the Movie
Business," April 16.
Michael Carbonaro, President of the Law
Enforcement Law Students Association, continues to work as a police sergeant at the 123rd
precinct while attending NYLS. Carbonaro, who
is a patrol supervisor, is a delegate to the Police
Benevolent Association. This year the Law Enforcement Law Students Association counseled
first year students at orientation, doubled its enrollment, held monthly meetings, had a guest
speaker in Professor Haskell and will hold an end
of the year party in May.
Diane Craven is founder and president of
the Environmental Law Students Association.
Craven, who is studying on a Merit Scholarship,
earned a Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy and a
Bachelor of Music in
Music History from
Northwestern.
At
Northwestern, Craven
hosted a classical radio
show, volunteered for
Amnesty International,
played 1st & 3rd chair
French Hom in the Classical Symphony Orchestra, and was on the varsity fencing team. Craven
also finished lstinherclass in the 1992 Evanston
Express SK road race.
While working as a legal assistant in a social
security disability law practice, Craven helped to
publish the poetry magazine Hammers. The Environmental Law Association's biggest achievement this year has been the group's revival after
laying dormant for several years. Craven said,
"Bringing the group back in existence in 1997
means a renewed interest in this area oflaw for
NYLS students."
Criminal Law Society President Nathan
Semmel studied Criminal Justice and Business
Administration at SUNY Albany. After graduation Semmel worked for
the Special Prosecutions
Bureau of the New York
County
District
Attorney's Office, where
he conducted legal research, interviewed wit- ..----------,
Nathan Semmel
nesses for trial, and orga- .
nized financial documents, recorded conversations, and search warrant material for grand jury
and trial presentation. Semmel has also drafted
briefs and memoranda with the Organized Crime
and Terrorism Unitofthe United StatesAttomey's
Office for the Southern District of New York.
Highlights of the Criminal Law Society's year include luncheons for Chief District Attorney Margaret Clancy, Manhattan Supreme Court Judge
Renee White and Bronx Supreme Court Judge

I
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MICHAEL LANDSMAN FINDS LEGAL
CHAOS AND CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM
ABOUT DEMOCRACY IN MOSCOW
By Hansen Alexander

ploitation by Western
businessmen"
Landsman said
that New York seems
like a police state compared to Moscow, because you see cops
everywherehere.
"There just weren't many police in Moscow
at all," he said. "I never even saw anyone pulled
over for a traffic violation." Landsman admitted,
however, that the lack of visible police could be
a symptom of the fact that in Moscow there
"doesn't seem to be anyone running the show."

The Russian legal system is a complete disaster right now, according to 2L Michael
Landsman. He spent four whirlwind days in Moscow over spring break.
Landsman said that although there are lots
offoreign legal firms operating in Moscow, mostly
intrawestern firms doing business with western
companies, it is difficult to get civil judgments enforced. Landsman said enforcingjudgments in
real estate and contract disputes is a particular
problem.
"People have an inherNoting that fisticuffs is a common occurrence
ent distrust and skepticism
in the Duma, the Russian parliament, Landsman
ofauthority," he said. "You called Russian politicians "colorful loose cancan see this distrust as a nons." The general feeling, Landsman said, is
problem of Yeltsin's re- that democracy will ultimately prevail in Russia,
forms. People are refusing but that democracy hinges on the government's
to pay taxes."
ability to govern the economic transformation so
Yet Landsman predicts that the "have nots have enough to get by on."
there will be great legal opLandsman said that soldiers, civil servants,
portunities in the future for and pensioners are not being paid.
Americans operating with
A big problem, said Landsman, is that there
Russian companies, particu- is really no middle class right now, not a class of
larly in litigation
people making money and paying taxes fast
"Young people are go- enough.
ing a lot further there than
Most people are cautiously optimistic about
they normally would in the democracy in Russia, Landsman said. He comU.S. You'll go farther, faster pared the prospects of democracy to a renovated
m Moscow and advance in cruiscliner. If the transformation to democracy is
your company. The benefit will drop off after a not done right, it could sink or hit an iceberg.
few years. Everybody wants to come back after Landsman sees the West's optimism about Rustwo years."
sian democracy "fueled by its desire to make
Landsman called the perceived threat to money." He added, however, that "its ability to
Western businessmen in Moscow greatly exag- make money is tied to the political stability ofRusgerated, even though an American businessman
sia"
had been shot three weeks before he arrived. "I
In observing that the Clinton administration
didn't feel like my life would be in danger there," has tried to support Yeltsin and the transformahe said.
tion to democracy, Landsman said that a suc"The Russian Mafia will take you out if you cessor to Yeltsin needs to be groomed.
take advantage of them. If you 're reasonable,
Landsman said a major political problem is
you 're okay," he said. "They have a sense of his- that lines of communication are weak. "Phones
tory of being exploited by the West in the 19th shut down in Moscow for a week at a time," he
century, and they will only tolerate so much ex- said. "Symptoms like that add to a sense ofinse-

curityofthe political situation."
Landsman chose Moscow as a spring break
venue because he was curious to go to someplace interesting and he does not like warm climates. He stayed with a friend who works in
Moscow for ABC News. Landsman said the
"sights and sounds of Moscow, a city founded
around 1080 AD., can be summed up as
"muddy, dirty, snow, rain, and lots of perfume."
Western cosmetics and perfumes are big status symbols in Moscow to show wealth,
Landsman said.
Western goods, in fact, are quite common in
Moscow, Landsman said. He said Benetton "is
everywhere." Other major Western goods he
saw were Coke, Pepsi, Motorola cellular phones,
French computers, Laurel hair products, French
wines, Absolut vodka, Marlboro cigarettes,
Mercedes automobiles. Landsman said off-brand
"ff' grade American cigarettes are extremely
popular.
He also said popular Western attractions,
like Planet Hollywood, are integrated with other
Western businesses. He said Muscovites were
"creative with their concept of space." Under
Planet Hollywood, he said. is a shopping center
selling computers and perfume. Landsman said
that while he was having dinner he observed a
French businessman who had a Russian girlfriend.
In the middle of dinner the woman went downstairs and bought her boyfriend a gift from the
shop below, Landsman said.
Restaurant prices are often posted in dollars
but you pay in rubles, Landsman said. "You take
your calculator on a date to determine the conversion price," he said.
Western goods often are found in hotels
which cater to Western businessmen and are
heavily guarded.
"Few Russians can actually afford the Western goods, Landsman said. Computers, he said,
are not common in everyday life. The computers
sold in Moscow are mostly sold to Western businessmen. Not many Russians have a PC. And
not many Russians wear the Western clothes of
the outdoor advertising, he said. The clothes of
today's Moscow mostly resemble the lower East
Side clothes worn by immigrants in the early 20s,
Landsman said. The dark jackets, trousers, and
shoes. A few young people wear the quasi
Weimar leather look, he said, with dark jeans
and boots.
Russians are proud people, Landsman said,
and you don't see poor people dressed in rags.
"The poor, in fact, dress fairly nicely," he said.
Russians are very opened minded compared
to the U.S., he said. Landsman said that RusII

MichaelLandsmanin Moscow's Red Square. Red stars can still be seen on the turrets of buildings.
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COUNCIL, Continued from Page 1
and develop a plan that everyone can live with. 100 more will open by the year 2000. These
~though six Council members were present, larger retailers are being given significant tax ad- the large stores closing: they leav~ behind vacant
Eislan~ wa~ almost exclusively the one asking vantages, and the Small Business Committee spaces that~ more swta~l~ for airplane hangars
for clarification of comments and directing speak- said that the Council should stop this practice than commumty shops. This IS an important point,
ers. She~ fuiryetfinn w~ inte~pting speak- before it destroys small businesses. They de- because large v~cant spaces are ~cult to rent
ers or asking t~~gh questions, which helped to scribed the large stores as cannibals; first they because of the high costs of con_vers1on.
con~l the participants. The other Council Mem- consume the small businesses by lowering prices
Another. speaker was J ess1e. Mazer, ~ lawbers silently absorbed the public comments and to drive them out ofbusiness, then they eat each yer representing several corporations looking to
used them to develop other and themselves. This was an extreme view: open large
Let us
their ow~ ideas on what but the Committee seemed to be giving every stores and
Our commercial
the public wants for the opinion equal consideration.
sup ermarhave
future of mega-stores.
A member of the Small Business Commit- kets in the
policy should
peace
Council Member Walter tee told the Council members to broaden their City. He rehold an equal and
McCafiley pointed out view of land use to see mega-stores as a minded the
- Grant
that the Committee on microeconomic rather than a macroeconomic is- Committee
impartial hand
Land Use had been studying the issue for months sue. They urged the Council to consider prop- to be mind- Washington
and knew the issue well, so a debate format would erty values, residents, tax revenues, and traffic ful of regube counterproductive. The Committee held this problems. Council Member Eisland snapped lating imfirst public session to air opinions, not to argue back, pointing out that the Committee discussed pact, not just land use. A 100,000 square foot
minute details of City policy.
these issues and others at past meetings. None- store brings in as much traffic and delivery trucks
New York City wants to help retail stores of theless, everyone remained respectful of the as one hundred I, 000 square foot stores. The use
all sizes prosper, and they want to provide the
varying opinions on the subject, which allowed is not important, whether the business is selling
most opportunity as is reasonably possible. The for a professional and efficient meeting.
toasters or computers. One cannot pick favorites
Council is beginning a retail initiative to develop
in
a fast changing marketplace, so laws should
Michael Slowry of the Real Estate Board
new zoning changes. Before instituting these was next to speak. He viewed the issue as one not encourage or restrict business development.
changes, however, the Committee wants to hear of zoning rather than economics. Slowry de- With so few good locations available for larger
comments from their constituency. McCafiley
scribed the failure of earlier zoning laws, and stores, zoning makes the list even shorter, and
felt strongly about giving the public an opportu- how they are still stunting business growth to- causes many spaces to be undevelopable.
nity to speak. "Democracy may be inconvenient. day. Examples are Soho and Tribeca, where
One ofMazer's main concerns was commuCertain editorial writers have the luxury ofignor- laws meant to protect manufacturing zones slow nity review ofproposed sites for mega-stores. He
ing democracy. We can not. We will not. That is retail and residential growth. Slowry is a pure
warned the Committee to put aside the hysterics
why we choose to listen to the public rather than
of community activists and to look at the improvedisrespectfully disregarding their opinions." He
ments the large stores bring to the community. He
expressed a concern that some retailers are shy- "Big-Box" stores close and said that they improve poorer neighborhoods by
ing away from larger stores, and that the Council
leave behind vacant spaces bringing in jobs and tax money, and the develophad to develop a comprehensive economic strattake into account parking and traffic concerns
that are more suitable for inerssmaller
egy to help small businesses and manufacturers.
neighborhoods when planning a site.
McCaffiey obviously supported reform of the curCommittee members expressed concerns
airplane hangars than
rent laws that give tax breaks and special advanover past failures of stores like Corvette, and more
community shops.
tages to large stores opening in the City. Howrecently the financial problems of Caldor and Kever, I felt this meeting needed more impartiality
Mart. Mazer said that those stores were second
from the Council Members to function effectively.
generation businesses, and had lost their entreThe speakers were representatives ofboth capitalist, and he proposed that a free market preneurial spirit. The stores he represents are wellsides of the mega-store issue. The first group to system in the City would work well within area- managed and aggressive, so he does not expect
speak was the Small Business Committee, who sonable and responsible planning network. He them to fail. However, no business expects to
claimed to represent 135,000 of the 200,000 said that we cannot shield business from the dan- fail, and the Committee would be smart to inquire
small businesses in the City. The four represen- gers of the changing market and the economy. into the economic health of many different large
tatives each painted a grim picture for the future Consumer choices spur economic activity and stores before allowing tax incentives.
support the busiof the small business community in the City, and
When so many different opinions are being aired
ness
and residential in one room. it
said that the future
developmentwhere is easy to lose
A government
of New York
Equal and exact
-- they are wanted, control over
could hang in the
of the people,
and there is no need the proceed- justice to all men
balance. They
"""'forzoning. This ar- ings. That did of whatever state
by the people,
said that 15, 000
gument is persua- not happen in
stores currently
for the people
or persuasion
sive, because the this meeting,
sit vacant, while
limited amount of because ev- ·
7,500 have been
-Lincoln
<Jefferson
real
estate in the eryone was
closing each year
City makes it im- respectful of varying views. The Committee memsince 1989. This accounts for a loss of28,000
portant for us to bers and the speakers understood that this meetjobs and $189 million in tax revenue. However,
use it all efficiently ing was preliminary in nature and only functioned
they failed to point out the number of new busiand effectively. as an information gathering session. The role of
nesses that open each year, or if the percentages
New development the Committee was to guide their way through
offailed businesses in the City are consistent with
of underutilized ar- the issues involving mega-stores and to gather inthe rest of the country. They said that offering tax
eas in the City formation on the subject.
advantages to larger stores is unfair and wrong,
and that small businesses need relief from high would provide an economic boost that is sorely
All the speakers had a stake in the resulting
taxes, better access to credit, and fewer regula- needed.
zoning changes, so they were passionate when
One speaker emphasized his opinion that expressing their opinions. Anyone could have spotions. They requested a commonsense approach,
the
"big-box"
store trend has passed. He said ken by signing a list with the sergeant-in-arms. It
"A level playing field where all businesses, rethat
the
100
million
households that will be con- is reassuring to know that anyone can air their
gardless of size, are treated equally."
nected
to
the
Internet
by the year 2000 will not views directly to Council members and get faceThe Small Business Committee pleaded for
a moratorium on tax advantages for mega-stores want to be lost mega-stores, but will shop on to-face with their representative. For information
while a task force investigates the impacts these the Internet or in smaller shops. He also sug- on times and locations of City Council meetings,
stores have on the various communities they in- gested that larger stores are now opening small call the Council Hotline at (212)788-7127.
habit. They pointed out that 100 new mega-stores store chains under different names to prepare
opened in the City since 1990, and they expect for the eventual end of the big-box store. With
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MOSCOW, Continued from Page 8
skill in making the transformation to a market
Landsman said.
Landsman visited the Novodevichy Con- economy. Hopefully one that will not repeat the
vent. Called "The Convent of the Maidens," painful exploitation of the Russian people that
N ovodevichy Convent was founded by King turned them towards the Communist experiment
Vasily III in 1514. In the 17th and 18th century in the first place.
the convent was used to put Moscow women
under house arrest who were considered by the
rulers to be too dangerous or influential. These
women usually belonged to the higher ranks of
society. Buried in the nearby Novodevichy Convent cemetery is former Soviet Premier Nikita
Krushchev and the playwright Anton Chekhov.
Gold pottery, paintings, sketches, manuscripts, letters and the 50,000 editions of the
works of writer Alexander Pushkin impressed
Landsman at the Pushkin Museum.
One ofLandsman's finer photographs shows
a statue of a Soviet general above his grave in a
Moscow cemetery. (Below) The idea is to portray realistically what the departed did in real life,
or to put it in the terms of a city returning to its
Christian past, what those people did in this life.
Landsman's photograph of the Cathedral of
Christ the Savior also accompanies this article.
Cathedral of Christ the Savior Reborn.
(Right)
Originally completed in
1883, the cathedral was
more or less desecrated by LEADERS, Continued from Page 7
secret-police operatives who
Robert Straus. On April 24 the Criminal Law
knocked marbles off the
Society will hold a luncheon with Sarah Jones,
walls, cut down bells from the
Chief of the Legal Aid Society.
belfries and pried off crosses
andicons. UnderStalin'sdiValerie Armstrongrection, demolition experts Barrows- 4tl•Year Evening
gutted the original building in Student - "I would deDecember 1931. Stalin's fan- scribe myself as a Christian,
tasy was to replace the origi- wife to Barrington, and
nal cathedral with an enor- mother of four children,
Calvin Klein outdoor ad in front of the Bolshoi Ballet.
mous Palace of Soviets, so Sunday School Teacher
huge that it would be 115 feet higher than the (since 1991), active in four
way and cab. He was impressed with the sub- Empire State Building. Stalin envisioned a statue Parent Teacher Associaways, which cost only 25 cents per trip. Extrava- ofLenin at the top that alone would be twice the tions, community activist,
gant mosaic designs decorate each station and size of the Statue of Liberty. For decades the child advocate, fashion designer , poet, and arteach station has a theme, Landsman said. He foundation of the megalomaniac structure re- ist. I graduatedfromJohnJayCollegeofCrimimained an enormous and stagnant pool.
nal Justice in 1989 with both a BA in Governthought traveling by taxi was fun. There are taxis
The Cathedral of Christ the Savior has been ment and Public Administration, specializing in
at taxi stands and then almost anyone who owns
born again. Rebuilding began in 1995 and the Fiscal Policy Analysis and Computer Applicaa car will pull over and offer to take you someexterior shown in Landsman's photograph has tions in Management, andaMPAas a Belle Zeller
where for a negotiated price.
been completed.
Scholar, Jewish Foundation for the Education of
"It's extraordinary," Landsman said. "You
Not
everybody
in
Moscow
is
thrilled
about
Women
Scholar and a Kibbee Scholar."
just put out your arms ... andcars stop. Even busiall
the
modernization.
Aleksei
Komech,
director
President
of Christian Legal Society nessmen in jeeps stopped. We got rides with evof the Institute of Art Studies, told the National "My goals were to establish a support system
erybody.
Landsman spent a lot of time in Red Square Geographic in this month's issue, "Charm is be- for all students, to increase knowledge of the
inside the Kremlin, and fortunately for us took ing lost. Historical Moscow is disappearing be- Christian faith and to bring the ideals ofChristianity to NYLS. This organization had been
great pho- fore our eyes. Pretentiousness prevails."
Russian
filmmaker
Leonid
Parfyonov
said
in
defunct at NYLS for several years. This year we
tographs.
the
same
issue,
"It's
also
disgusting
to
watch
have beenabletoholdseveralmeetings, increase
Many of the
former
members
of
the
Central
Committee
act
our membership from about five members to over
Kremlin
pious
and
more
religious
than
the
patriarch
himfifty, and broaden our ministry by establishing a
buildings still
have red self." A passionate, religious society that once Christian Newsletter. We provide Christian felstars on the found hope in the brazen courage of writer lowship in the secular world of the law school. I
top of their Alexandr Solzhenitisyn to defy the Soviet state want students to know that you can be a lawyer
turrets. He at its most powerful, now seems a lot more like and still keep and practice your faith."
f o u n d any post industrial country in the age of the
Founder and President of Law Students
Internet,
where
the
traditions
of
the
past
have
for
Child
Advocacy- "In 1995, Dona McNeil
Benetton inbeen
replaced
by
the
fashions
of
the
moment.
and
myself:
faced with an extremely limited numside Gum,
Solzhenitisyn
returned
to
Moscow
after
20
ber
of
courses
and resources at the law school in
the huge department years in exile in Vermont to relearn the biblical the field of Child Advocacy, founded this orgastore. Al- admonition that there is no honor in a prophet's nization. We had our first meeting and panel proA general's grave in a Moscow
thoughmost homeland. He has basically been ignored since gram in 1995, which drew an audience ofover
cemetary.
o."
the his return and his television talk show was can- eighty students. Our goal was to provide law
students with networking and educational opporKremlin's religious buildings were destroyed dur- celled last year because oflow ratings.
As
Michael
Landsman
has
insightfully
obtunities
in the field. We have provided informaing the 20th century's Comrmmistreign ofterror
served,
Moscow's
legal,
democratic,
and
artistion
on
internships,
career options, and crucial
against organized religion, Stalin did preserve
tic
future
depends
on
the
Russian
government's
issues
which
affect
our
children today. "Valerie
some cathedrals "because he was into history,"
is also a senior Moot Court member.

sians were not at all puritanical about sex, said
that gambling is legal, and suggested that "prostitution is basically legal" if not formally legal. He
said that older Russians, however, reacted negatively against outdoor advertising.
A former public relations practitioner for
Calvin Klein fashion shows, Landsman was intrigued by Calvin Klein's outdoor underwear
advertising. Landsman showed me several photographs he took of the Calvin Klein ads outside
the Bolshoi Ballet.
Landsman saw "Sleeping Beauty" at the
Bolshoi. Perhaps the world's most famous ballet, "Sleeping Beauty" is a tragic love story where
the dignity of the woman in love is not shattered,
even in a time as cynical as our own. Landsman
saw the ballet on the very stage where it was
performed for the first time back in March of
1877. He noted that the Bolshoi cannot afford to
get a new curtain, and the curtain still contains
the Soviet lettering CCP with the hammer and
sickle. "So the ghost ofcommunism is still there,"
Landsman observed.
Landsman traveled around Moscow by sub-
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PSYCHOLOGIST, Continued from Page 1
here having a grip on something they didn't have
when they first walked in," she said. "My work
as a consultant is not too encourage people to
stay. I'm a conduit to students getting what they
want or need."

One student, who asked not to be named,
went to see Dr. Rosenberger in the first semester
of first year. The student felt overwhelmed by finals and wanted to organize his time more efficiently.
"She has other law school clients, so she really understand the psychology oflaw students
-what they're thinking and why the stress builds
up. She was right on the mark. She's very personable, very attentive. She's a good listener."
It is much like writing
a brief, the student described. When you first get
the assignment you feel
overwhelmed, but after
you are taught to break up
all the different sections
and how to IRAC, the assignment is not as tough as
it first appeared. That is exactly
what
Dr.
Rosenberger does, he
said. She is very systematic and breaks down what
causes the stress so you can deal with all the different components individually.
Dr. Rosenberger is particularly trained to
counsel law students due to her extensive background in education. In 1973 she earned a doctorate in higher education specializing in clinical
and counseling services for students at the University of Michigan. She then moved to New
York and received a master's in clinical social
work at CUNY. In 1980, Dr. Rosenberger did
post-doctorate training in psychoanalysis at the
Postgraduate Center for Mental Health. Since
1985, she has been teaching clinical courses at
Hunter College.
Her relationship with New York Law School
dates back more than 15 years. While she was
doing her post-doctorate work, she had to do
community service as part of the program. She
came to NYLS and asked if she could conduct
research showing the clinical service needs of students. What she found set the foundation for her
continued relationship with the school.

Students felt they had a lot of personal issues effecting their performance at school but they
were reluctant to bring them to administrators for
fear of exposure, Dr. Rosenberger recalled. Students and faculty were coming to counsellors in

Some students who come from out of town
have trouble adjusting to a new environment,
while others are changing careers or have been
out of school for a long time. Students in their
last year are sometimes confused. They question
what they put into law school, what they got out
of the experience, and whether they even like law
and want to practice.
Dr. Rosenberger also consults with faculty
members who think a student may be having
trouble, yet do not know how to approach the
student.
"I think more people, especially lawyers,
should be willing to give some time to self- reflection and problem-solving in their own backyards. It's like keeping in shape."
Generally, although the balance is pretty even,
more women than men come to see her and more
whites than non-whites make appointments. Students vary in ages and a fair amount from the day
and evening sections come to her.
"I would like students not to associate the
consultation with starting therapy because it's not
the same. Anyone going into a profession that's
as involved in human issues as law, must find a
way to balance their life. It's a form of good health
care to be willing to reflect on yourself"
Dr. Rosenberger can be reached at (212)
987-8239.

Student Affairs, who did not know how to handle
the problems. So they ....----------------------~
started calling her. Eventually, the relationship
grew and both parties
agreed students should
approach
Dr.
Rosenberger
and
go to herpersonally
office for
help. The law school re-

tokg tfJi~ low blfo
lJNr OWlt hlllllft

spects the privacy between Dr. Rosenberger
and the students.
Unique to NYLS is
that many students are
first-generation professionals in their family, Dr. '
Rosenberger said. They
are under a lot of pressure, on one hand, to
succeed, and on the other
there is a lack of understanding at home. This
can create identity problems. Additionally, NYLS
is a big commuter school,
and those who travel into
the city to go to school
have less time to make
friends, enjoy themselves
or even spend time with
their families.

The theme ofTouro Law Center's 1997 Summer Session is "Get to the Core of
the Apple." Many of the courses emphasize New York law and the real-world
practical skills necessary to excel in metropolitan-area practice. Instructors
include distinguished judges, experienced attorneys and senior public officials.
THESESSION BEGINS MONDAY, HAY 19 AND ENDS TUESDAY JULY 15. COURSES INCLUDE:
•Trial Practice • Evidence Workshop •Comparative Law • Professional Responsibifity
•Family Law • Pre-trial Litigation •Trusts & Estates • Employment Discrimination
•Selected Topics in New York Criminal Procedure
Touro law Center ~ ful~ accredited by the American Bar Association and ~ a member r:i !he Associationr:i
American law Schools. The law Cen!!r ~ cOOlenient!y lo<ated in SLOtrban Huntingtol\ long Island, NY.witl'in
east driving distinceor conmitertrain ride ci New York City.
FOR HORE INFORHATION,CONTACTTHE OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS:(Sl6) 421·2244 XJOS
E-MAIL: KENR@TOUROLAW.EDU • TDD/TYY: (516) 421--0476 • WWW.TOUROLAW.EDU/ABOUffiCISUHMER
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"I don't know ifwe can top this!"
By Jayne South
That's what Bob Ward said
to me after the NYLS mock trial
People of the Wizardom of Oz
v. Dorothy Gale. I believed him then and I believe him now. How can
you top Catboy dressed as the Tin Man, a Flying Monkey that smokes
a cigar, Marna as Glenda the Good Witch replete with a smoke machine, and a Dorothy Gale dressed like she's ready to substitute for
Courtney Love in Hole now that Courtney went legit, changed her image, and represented at the Academy Awards? I'm not sure, but I look
forward to reading about next year's mock trial in the New York Law
Journal.
I write this article to share my three
years of mock trial experience at NYLS.
I also write this article because Bob
asked me to. Three years ago I sat as a
juror in the mock trial of John Wilkes
Booth, which seemed to last over four
months. We were practically sequestered as participants. I'm currently
working on a book deal (OK, not really).
The trial included lots of exhibits, objections, and witness testimony that we six jurors, with much labor in
the end, tried to remember. Now I understand why jurors fall asleep.
The trial, in actuality, lasted over eight hours, and we weren't paid.
However, I learned a great deal. I learned that jurors really take their
job seriously. We reached a stalemate in deliberations I believed the
defense's theory that Booth was under orders from Jefferson Davis, the
so called "official orders defense." That is to say, innocent. I really
bought the defense line, "IfDavis ordered the
hit, you must acquit." But the defense lost.
I also learned that I did not find litigation exciting and full of swprises, and that the
ones who had it the easiest were not the lawyers, jurors or the judge, but the witnesses.
Thus, I pledged to be a witness for the next
mock trial.
The next mock trial centered on pros·-··-··-·--·_]~~-·"- ecuting Aaron Burr (yes, the guy in that "Got
Milk?" commercial) for killing Alexander
. catboy as the Tm Man. - Hamiton in a duel. I participated as a witness which was much easier than being a juror. I played some tart
francaise for about five minutes. It was tons of fun, and allowed me to
grandstand. I even put on a french accent, which at first sounded like a
cross between your basic Lon-gisland and back-water Georgia. Oh

I

_

I

well. We all got to wear period pieces (that's a costume). I asked for
a corsage, since it felt like a prom, but I didn't get one. The jury, which
consisted of the audience, found Aaron Burr guilty of dueling but not
guilty of murder. We learned from our last trial, and this one didn't last
as long.
For the trial of Dorothy Gale,
Bob Ward decided to steer away
from the historical mock trial. While
the two preceding trials were successes, this year's trial was a big hit.
The trial was in the evening, and lasted
about three hours. The costumes
were flashy and fun, the lawyers were
less serious (even though we still adNadine Strossen as Auntie Em
hered to S1RICT TRIAL PROCEDURE (not really), and kids showed
up.

I

Fia Porter, dressed as the Cowardly Lion, even had her picture
taken with "the little ones." The audience voted Dorothy innocent by a
··
majority so Steve Klein still
doesn't think it counts. OK
Steve, we lost. In a big way.
Yes, Steve was chief of prosecution and I was chief of defense (I culminated the mock
trial experience this year as a
lawyer). Steve is a great litigator. And I'm not just saying
that. I'm glad I had the opportunity to see what will surely be one of our most successful alumni in
action. Kudos should also go out to Professor Lebovits (he judged it),
Professor Nadine Strossen as Auntie Em,
Al Amadio, Lisa Ferlazzo, Valerie
Armstrong-Barrows, and Matt Knowles,
who litigated wonderfully.
There is no moral to this story. Yet, I
hope that many ofyou will get involved in
next year's mock trial. To repeat Bob's
quote at the beginning of this little article, I
really don't know how to top this year's
effort. I trust that many creative people
here will get involved and approach Bob (Ext. 2393) with ideas for
next year. Whether you want to be a witness, producer, or litigator, or
if you want to help produce the flyers or informational handouts, give
,
-·
Bob a ring.
It was a
wonderful
experience,
one that I

FESTIVAL, Continued from Page 4
For the next part of the fest, each group had culturally applicable
entertainment. The Christian Association had a gospel choir, The Irish
Association brought in Irish dancers, JLSA brought in a folk singer, and
LaLSA brought in a steel drum band. It was nice because each representative group brought in entertainment that was musical and upbeat,
and it gave the student body a chance to enjoy music from other cultures.
To bring the night to a close, the festival merged all the cultures into
one united student body. That is what the DJ did, it united the Law
School as a whole with many cultures in it, and tried to bring together
the many different cultures of our school into one.
Many thanks to Sally Harding for making this enjoyable event possible. Your help is appreciated.

Africandancers (Above); Jewishfolk
singers (UpperRight); Students
enjoy an array of cultural dishes
(LowerRight); Irish Dancers
(Bottom).
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CYPRUS AMBASSADOR ADVOCATES PEACE
tunity" presented by the possibility of Cyprus
joining the European Union (E. U.). The Am-

By Demi Pantazopoulos
Mr. Andros A Nicolaides was appointedAmbassador of the Republic of Cyprus to the United States
on December 12, 1996. He is also serving asPerma- .,,
.i
nent Observer to the Organization of American States and is representing Cyprus at the World Bank, the InternationalMonetaryFund and the
InternationalCivil AviationOrganization.
On April 4, 1997, Mr. NicolaideshonoredNYLSparticipatingina
Panel Discussion on Cyprus presented by the Hellenic Law Students
Association. Other distinguished speakers included: Sir Kiernan
Prendergast, the Under-Secretary General of the United Nations;
Stephen G Rademaker, Chief Counsel to the International Relations
Committeeof Congress; and Professor Lung-Chu Chen who served as
moderator ofthe affair. The discussion focused on the volatile situation
which continues to exist in Cyprus since the Turkish invasion in 197 4.
Mr. Nicolaides expressed a newfound optimism when he referred
to 1997 as "The Year of Cyprus." He attributed his optimismto a number of co-existing conditions. First, he spoke of the "window ofoppor-

bassador said that the prospect of Cyprus entering the E.U. can serve as a catalyst for a
peaceful,just,andlastingresolution. Second,
he noted that it is promising to see the new
U.N · Secretary General exhibiting a desire to
move the peace process along. Third, he acknowledged the Clinton Administration's
pledge and re-affirmation to support the demilitarization of Cyprus as a pivotal turn to-l Mr. Andros A. Nicolaides
wards reaching a peaceful settlement. Mr. Nicolaides declared, "The
U.S. has placed a proposal for demilitarizationon the table, and now it
remains to be seen if the Turks mean business."
During the question and answer portion ofthe discussion, a guest in
the audience inquired as to any recent evidence of human rights violations against the Cypriot inhabitants. Mr. Nicolaides responded that
"the mere occupation of Cyprus by Turkish troops is a human rights
violation-human rights violations are occurring 24 hours a day, 7 daysa
r------------__:_
_ _:_
~:!...:.::_
week." The Ambassador gave
some examples of how steps are
being taken to rectify some of the
injustices. He cited a recent decision which was handed down by
the highestCourt in Cyprus involving a displaced Greek Cypriot citizen and Turkish Cypriot citizens
who were inhabitingherhouse. The
Court held that the Greek Cypriot
woman was the rightful owner of
the house and ordered that she regain possession and be compensated for the time she was deprived
of the use of the house.
Asidefrom such obvioushuman
rights violations being committed
against Greek Cypriot citizens, Mr.
Nicolaides said that Turkish Cypriot citizens were also the victims
ofhuman rights violations. He said
this is reflected in Turkey's reluctance to allow Turkish Cypriots to
join the E.U., while Turkey itself
wants to become a member of the
E.U. A member of the audience
added, "This past summer I was
able to return to Cyprus after
twenty years. For the first time I
Introducing the Pay-When-You-Pass"
actually felt that Turkish Cypriots
MicroMash Bar Review.
are prisoners oftheir own home. I
was trying to talk to a couple of
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cluded by reiteratingthat the situation in Cyprus is "unjust, unacceptable and a tragic anachronism;'
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FAIRNESS, Continued from Page 12
that most law school examinations are geared specifically to be a race
against time. Open book exams allow the tester to have professional outlines and other testing aids at his or her disposal, and given enough time,
almost all students can find enough answers to score well.
Why are reading deficiencies compensated for and not others? What
about students who can read well but struggle to logically analyze legal
issues? lfwe give them extra time we can improve their test scores as
well. It is my belief that the extra time granted to these students is unfair
and counterproductive to the ideals ofNYLS, its students, and the legal
profession as a whole. Ina nutshell, here's why:

First, allowing the very attractive option of getting extra time on examinations is an invitation for abuse of the privilege. Since I have received
no response to my inquiries, I cannottell you accurately what criteria must
be met to qualify for extra time. However, I have heard a number of
complaints from students suggesting that students who qualified for extra
time seem to have no problem reading quickly in class or in study groups.
This would imply that at least a few clever students have turned a
alleged disadvantage into an advantage. Inany event, there seems to be
an attractive and readily available opportunity and obvious benefit to abuse
these privileges.
Second, as discussed earlier, perhaps the
most vital skill an attorney must possess is to be
able to read quickly and
efficiently. Thus, a student
receiving extra time
throughout his legal education and graduating
from NYLS with, for example, a3.3GPA,isnot
as qualified for legal employment as a 3.3 student
who received no extra
time. A potential employer
has no way of knowing
that one student may take
twice as long to read and
analyze cases and other
complex legal materials.
Even if the employer
accepts the diminished
output ofhis new attorney,
is it fair to expect that
firm's clients to pay for the
additional billing hours that
the attorney will need to
perform his or her duties?
Thirdly, employers
value high grades when
making their hiring decisions because they feel it
is one of the most accurate gauges of future per formance at the firm. Allowing extra time skews
this gauge so that employers may end up hiring law
students who are less
qualified. It is patently unfair to students who are
more qualified yet are
passed over for by employers who hire students
with artificially inflated
GPAs.
Fourth, these reading
disabled students might
become too accustomed
to an environment where
time is not a factor in completing their assignments,
a benefit not available in
the working world. It is far
better to force these students to face the conditions that they will encounter in the near future,
even at the risk oflowering their GPAs. I assume
that a man born with a
club foot would understand the difficulties to be
encountered in trying out
for the U.S. Olympic
Continued on Page 19
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more than just a face
bycatboy
on a random monday night, we attack another boy in the basement of nyls. we don't know his
name, but he's definitely good.
catboy: hey can i talk to you?
boy: no way, what do you want?
c: come on.
b: leave me alone. (hes eating a plate of chinese food.)
finally the boy concedes.
b: what up?
c: is she your friend, or is she your mother? (referring to a
grrrl sitting in this boys office.)
b: actually she :S my sister.
c: whats your name? (the boy is chewing really loudly.)
b: ha, ha, ha, ha.
c: is that your name, that :S a nice name. do you like to eat

Harold Quadrino

j

chinese food?
b: no i hate it. (he's chomping heavily on the rice and vegetables.)
c: are you enjoying yourself? is that tofu or chicken?
b: uhm, i think chicken. definitelychicken.
c: so, you prefer chicken over tofu?
b: well, its alright.
c: but which do you prefer?
b: both things have their place in the universe ..
c: that :S very philosophical, i 'm impressed. what year areyou?
b: i 'm not a year, i just am.
c: so are you a hiker, i see you 're wearing hiking boots.
b:yes.
c: what :S yourfavorite hiking spot?
b: nyls.
c: you go hiking in nyls? where?
b: i hike up nine fuckingfloors because the elevators don t
work.
c: do you go up and down?
b:yes.
c: wow, do you smoke?
b:no.
c: what else do you do?
b: islander people.
c: really, so what areyou going to say about me after i leave?
b: you, i don t even know who you are.
c: ifyou tell me what your name is, i 'II tell you what my name
is. i 'II trade you.
b: i don t think thats a fair trade at all. i 'm not writing a
paper.
c: you can look at my tag/id.
b: it says "catboy!" that doesn t help me at all.
c: it :S my name. your name is haro/d.
b: no its not.
c: well, what is your name?
b: i don t have a name.
c: really cool. thankyou.
b: okay.

CONSTITUTION, Continued from Page 6
The delegates in Philadelphia, however, worried often about foreign interference. Morris worried that congressional legislation would
be influenced by acts passed in Europe, an amusing aside considering
the reluctance of the United States to first build, and now maintain, the
huge social welfare system that is considered a necessity of life in Europe.
Charles Pinkney feared that if the senate made treaties and managed foreign affairs, "there is a peculiar danger and impropriety in opening
its door to those who have foreign attachments." Pinkney noted that
Athenians put to death "any stranger to intrude his voice into their Legislative proceedings." Eldrige Geny said that eligibility for offices should
be confined to natives because, "Foreign powers will intermeddle in
our affairs, and spare no expense to influence." To discourage foreign
influence Pinkney made a motion to insert into Article VII (of the second draft) a clause forbidding a federal officeholder to accept any gift,
office or title of any kind from any foreign official.
The eternal question of whether to tax imports and exports was
hotly debated in Philadelphia and colored with the "foreign issue." Morris
suggested that some'states opposed to such taxes, such as in the West,
might be driven "into the arms ofG Britain." Madison suggested that if
two-thirds majorities were required in such taxes, "The power of foreign nations to obstruct our retaliating measures on them by a corrupt
influence would also be less." Randolph disagreed with Madison's call
for a two-third 's majority on such votes, stating that "Foreign influence
would also be more likely to be exerted on the President who could
require three fourths by his negative." [Veto]
What George
Washington,
whose revolutionary
troops
were
Historians have
trained and sometimes led by forestimated that onlY.
eign military officers
such as Lafayette,
one-third of
Rochambeau, Von
Steuben
and
contemporary
Kosciusko,
is
thought
of
all
this
Americans
fear of foreign inuence
is
unsupported the
known. But BenRevolutionary War. jamin Franklin reminded the delegates that "We
found in the
course of the
Revolution that
many strangers served us faithfully-and that 1/
many natives took part against
their Country."
Historians
have esti-mated that only onethird of contemporary
Americans supported
the
Revolutionary War. Franklin added
that if immigrants were barred from holding
public office, "it should betray a great partiality to the rich ... discourage
the common people from removing into this Country." Madison said,
"America is indebted to emigrations for her settlement & Prosperity.
That part of America which had encouraged them had advanced·most
rapidly in population, agriculture & the arts."

The eternal question of whether to tax imports and
exports was hotly debated in Philadelphia and
colored with the "foreign issue."
Upon completion of the Constitution, Gouveneur Morris suggested,
"The moment this plan goes forth all other considerations will be laid
aside, and the great question will be, shall there be a national Government or not? And this must take place or a general anarchy will be the
alternative."
Benjamin Franklin declared, "When you assemble a number of
men to have the advantage of their joint wisdom, you inevitably assemble with those men, all their prejudices, their passions, their errors
of opinion, their local interests, and their selfish views. From such an
assembly can a perfect production be expected? It therefore astonishes me, Sir, to find this system approaching so near to perfection as it
does; and I think it will astonish our enemies, who are waiting with
confidence to hear that our councils are confounded like those of the
Builders ofBabel."
Franklin perhaps anticipated both the doubts that would be expressed
about the Constitution forever and its unmatched durability when he
declared, "On the whole, Sir, I can not help expressing a wish that
every member of the Convention who may still have objections to it,
would with me, on this occasion doubt a little ofhis own infallibility, and
to make manifest our unanimity, put his name to this instrument-"
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Blowin' Smoke
By Matt Brew

have either never smoked pot or have consumed way
too much Dewars or Chivas and struggle now with
"The hypocrites are slandering
corroded brains. Marijuana is simply not addictive;
the sacred halls ofTruth.
unless as I have pointed out, you are predisposed to
Ancient nobles showering
that behavior to begin with. There is no medical eviTheir bitterness on youth.
dence that marijuana is addictive to the average perCan't we find
son. Yet, alcohol can be addictive. Unlike booze,
The minds that made us strong
marijuana doesn't lure you in, control your life, get
Can't we learn
you divorced, fired, evicted and leave you in a detox
To feel what's right and wrong"
center wishing cancer on your mother for ever having
-Rush
you. No. Marijuana gets you high for a couple hours. No hangover,
Marijuana should be legal. There is no plausible basis for making
no missed work, no liver disease, no anger, no sorrow, just you and
it a crime to inhale TIIC [The active ingredient in pot-I heard- Ed.]
your thoughts. But it remains illegal while AA groups spread like a
while at the same time permitting people to" expose" their bodies to far
disease throughout the country. Millions upon millions ofhours are
more serious health risks.
lost each year in terms of work productivity because of alcoholism.
The only way to appreciate the belief that pot should be illegal is to
Yet, you can stroll in any bar and get as wasted as you want; just
try and understand a deluded point of view. Several arguments have
don't drive and be sure notto take a pull of that joint. Because then,
been forwarded, and most have been absorbed into a common cry or
you'll he breaking the law. Does this makes sense? If it does, give
have evolved into a stead) ensemble of media manipulation. However,
me the address where you've been lobotomized because I sure would
with my careful tutelage, you will
love to think like you do.
learn just how corrupt these arI saw a show on
guments are from their core and
l\ I uch has been spoken about the health
CNN a few months back
how their hypocritical promoters
risks involved with getting high. But little that said the government
have put one over on you.
spends $800,000 an hour
The classic argument for
has been proven. \\'hat we are left with is on the fight against marikeeping marijuana illegal is the
juana alone. That's eight
a simplistic yet effective barrage of
"gateway" theory. Supposedly,
hundred thousand dollars
after smoking pot, your body turns
propaganda set forth by those who wish to per hour for the numerically
into this drug crazed machine and
challenged. Yet, it's use has
intrude on one's personal life.
suddenly you feel compelled to
done nothing but increase
jam needles in your veins or
since the war on drugs has been declared. Hello. Waste of money
scorch the bottom of your mother's spoons. Not so, in my opinion. If
maybe?
you have a genetic disposition to addiction, then smoking marijuana is
Here is an idea. Make pot legal. Take the money being wasted
not for you. Then again, neither is alcohol, cigarettes, pornography, or
and dump it into our failing system of education. The problem with
masturbation. The fact is that most junkies and cocaine addicts did
our schools is not the fact that teachers don't care or our children are
smoke marijuana prior to their evolution into harder substances. Howmore stupider then children in other countries. The problem is that
~ver, making marijuana illegal purely because it may be a gateway drug
people worry about the wrong things. This country needs to prioriis wrong,
tize. There is no justification for spending my tax money in such a
Politicians forget that before crackheads began smoking pot, they
careless and useless manner. lfl am going to
indulged themselves in the pleasures of alcohol. If ever there was a
be taxed until my eyes bleed then at least
gateway drug, then alcohol is it. Here is where the gateway theory
make it pay off Instead of throwing someexposes its hypocritical self If the theory is that people who smoke
one in jail for three years at $35-50,000 per
marijuana may go on to harder drugs, then why is not logical to assume
year for selling herb, take the $150, 000 and
that people who consume alcohol will progress into marijuana? And as
buy new computers or something for school
we have been told already, marijuana may lead to the use of harder
districts in need. Believe me, society would be better off in the end.
drugs.
The answer I've been given is that, "most people who drink don't
go on to shoot heroin." Fine. I agree. However, most people who
FAIRNESS, Continued from Page 17
•
smoke pot don't move on to smack either. 4X 100 relay team. I believe he would assume the Olympic committee
There is a vast difference between rolling a would not allow him to start the race halfway to the finish line. In the
joint and tying your arm up, patting your vein, same vein, I assume when these students chose the legal profession for
and injecting yourself into oblivion. That is their career, they assumed the risk that it was reading intensive and
what these politicians fail to understand. And would be exceptionally difficult for them to succeed.
that is why the gateway theory is wrong.
Another bastion of idiocy supported
During my first year orientation Dean
by those who want pot to remain illegal involves the numerous health
\\"ellington said that each and every one of us
risks involved with smoking marijuana. But no one seems able to pinpoint exactly what those risks are. What we are left with is a simplistic ' has the tools to succeed in law school. Despite
yet effective barrage of propaganda set forth by those who wish to
my concerns with school policy allowing for
intrude on one's personal life. Their actions have done nothing but
extra time, I still believe this to be true.
confuse and obscure the truth.
The truth is that medical professionals disagree as to the risks involved with using marijuana. [See New England Journal of MediDuring my first year orientation Dean Wellington said that each
cine- Ed] Yet, it remains illegal while cigarettes, which have been proven and every one of us has the tools to succeed in law school. Despite my
to cause serious health risks to both smokers and non-smokers remain concerns with school policy allowing for extra time, I still believe this to
legal. Why? Well that's the million dollar question. Whyisitokayfor be true. Two students can be equally intelligent, yet one, because of an
me to get lung cancer, emphysema, and heart disease, but not okay for unfortunate disability, can be less competent to perform in the legal
me to smoke marijuana, which has been proven to cause none of these? profession. I just don't believe we should sheild our eyes and pretend
It wouldn't have anything to do with those little tax stamps on each that a reading disability will not affect a lawyer's performance. In the
pack of smokes would it? Hmmm. You make the call.
long run, the school's policy harms not only unknowing employers and
Those who favor illegality also point to the "addiction" factor as a students passed over for jobs, but harms the very people it was dereason for keeping marijuana blacklisted. I strongly feel that these people signed to protect.
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Parting Shot

MUSIC MONTHLY
By Alexsis Troy

By Vladimir V1Zner
SolarD@aol.com
Before I go, I would
like to pontificate on the
topic of censorship. In
this regard I would like
to thank the Editor-inChief of this paper, David
Drossman. Let me ex-

plain
\Vhenifrrstarrived
at this school, The Reporter was in capable
hands. It was an interesting paper where many
differing viewpoints were
shared. This allowed the
paper to be interesting to the reader. Then came the dark age. Last
year, a fascist regime took over. Up until then, I did not know how
good I had it. I wrote about what I felt and it was published accordingly. But, last year the politically correct crowd took over. Sanitizing
the news meant silencing extreme, strange, uncommon and differing
authors. Naturally, what resulted was a bland and unreadable publication. The people became disillusioned and stopped reading the paper.
This school year marked the light at the end of the tunnel. Following basic constitutional principles, David Drossman gave everyone a
shot at saying something. Inthe true spirit of Liberalism, Dave never
cared about over-editing your opinions. He was more interested in
letting everyone have a voice. Today we have a paper that I am proud
to support and many people are happy to read.

Choose to fight censorship.
We, as members of the legal
community, have that power.
Speaking of censorship, lately I have been saddened to note that
our school has became a bastion of political correctness. One can
observe this phenomena simply by looking at the posters on the walls.
These days people who do not think correctly have to converse amongst
themselves in hushed whispers, while utter nonsense is being promoted
everywhere.
Lastly, I would like to urge all of you with Internet access to download as much information as you can now. That is before the thought
police take over even that last holdout of free speech. It is only a
matteroftime now before Tipper Gore and her ilk get the government's
nose into your computer where it does not belong. Of course the reason used will be one that has been used before--they will be protecting the "children." Folks, when you hear this, you should immediately
perk up your ears. The guise of protecting children has lately been
used to promote all kinds of evils, Outside of censorship the suffering
of children has been used as a propaganda tool in slanted coverage of
wars. All I am saying is do not believe everything you are told.
Better yet, choose to fight censorship. We, as members of the
legal community, have that power. Actually, it is rather amusing that we
have to fight for something that has been guaranteed to us all by the
First Amendment. After all, the abridgment of free speech is strictly
prohibited. This does not mean some speech or most speech. It clearly
means ALL speech.
My point is that sometimes we take things for granted. Just like I
did at the beginning of my journalistic career here. It took the absence
of this basic freedom to remind me ofits importance. Folks, do not let
our shared freedoms erode any further. I was lucky enough to get mine
back, you might not be.

Welcome back to this last edition of my monthly music review.
Unfortunately, last month I was unable to have the column completed on time, which is why it was not in the paper. So I will be
making up for it this month with two great new CDs to review, and
of course the fan favorite, Madonna update. This month I will be
reviewing the Private Parts Soundtrack, and the new CD from the
Wallflowers. Without further ado, let's begin the review.
The soundtrack to the Howard Stem movie Private Parts is one of
the better CDs I bought this year. The beginning of the CD contains
collaborations that are unexpected,
yet work very well.
Howard Stern and singer
Rob Zombie (of the band White
Zombie) have the best track with
"American Nightmare." Howard
truly proves he is the "King of All
Media" by actually having a pretty
decent singing voice.
Another interesting duet is
the one between The Red Hot
Chili Peppers and LL Cool J. The
mix of rap and hard rock is very
effective here. Probably the best
song on the CD, especially if
you 're a fan of the Howard Stern
radio show, is the "Ben Stern
Megamix," which takes the singing of Howard Stern's father and
puts a techno beat behind it. This
makes for an extremely funny
song.
The CD also has a few classic songs, which makes up the second half of the CD. The artists featured here are AC/DC, Ted
Nugent and a host of bands from the time when Stem was just
starting out in the radio business. Overall, the CD is very entertaining, and I definitely recommend you pick it up.
The Wallflowers CD is a definite must buy. In case you didn't
know, the lead singer of this band is Jacob Dylan, son of the famous
Bob Dylan. Fortunately for us all, Jacob sounds nothing like his
dad. The two most well known songs off of this CD are "One
Headlight" and "6th Avenue Heartache," both of which are great.
It is hard to classify what type of music this is, but I would say it is
light rock. There are songs that will make you dance and sing in
your car, while others will just make you want to go to sleep or read
a book (preferably not a case book). Basically, there is something
for everyone here.
I bought this CD a
month ago, and haven't
stopped listening to it
since. In a word, it is excellent.
Now, the Madonna
update. Most of you
probably saw the legend
on the March 24th telecast of the Oscars. She
was there to sing the Oscar award winning ballad "YouMust Love
Me" from the movie Evita. Unfortunately, I wasn't too pleased
with her performance, and I thought her dress was hideous. But
then again, what do I know about singing or Oscar fashions? I'm a
law student whose idea offancy clothes is a sweater from J. Crew.
Anyway, even though I didn't think she performed up to Madonna
standards, I was still excited to see her on television.
So, there you have my music review and Madonna update. To
recap, on a scale of 1-10, I give Private Parts an 8, and the Wallflowers a 9. I do recommend that you run out to your nearest
Record Explosion and pick these CDs up for those lazy summer
days on the beach. So, until next fall, good luck on finals and have
a great summer.
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humming
bycatboy
it's a real big and long fight. no one is
winning. the bell never rings. and even the
handlers are dead tired.
who talks anymore? look around at our
glassy eyes and deadpan visages. mannequins, dolls, and zombies. we gotta get home, • .---------------~
because seinfeldl/aw and order/e.r.lbeavis
and butthead/the simpsonslmartin!married
with children/mad about you are all on. we
need our fix. and now as the days turn out
like malignant tumors, we lose ourselves. we
all lose
ourselves.
we lose
ourselves
to
the
television.
we don't
talk, because the
television
talks for
us.
we
evolve
intoanord e r l y
group of
televisions buzzing and bleeping at each other.
slipping into a world you know nothing
about. on my own time with out-of-time
clocks. the day passes in a haze, and the evenings drone on in movie theaters and bars.
alone.
as i stagger down this and that nyc street
with a backpack of law books and doublemint gum, i exchange pleasantries with strangers only. and when i'm home, i either screen
my calls or take the phone off the hook.
i don't
smoke cigarettes, but
i cough up hairballs
and spit them on your
american dream, your
e
so-called talent, and
your street lamps.
look at me. i glance
at you. we smile because we have a mutual understanding. .
friday afternoon, i am drinking in this relatively new bar on the
corner of 43rd and 10th. a monkey statue hangs on the wall behind
the bar. the televisions play a cruddy but colorful show. the mod-euro
trio in the corner are getting louder. the bartender's name is sarah.
she is wearing black tights.
walking west on spring street the following saturday night, i see a
frat-boy getting roused by police officers for d.w.i .. the boy keeps
falling over next to his
car, and the cops keep
standing him up. at this
point i run into melissa
and claudia. melissa
likes me, and we start
flirting. claudia hates me
and she makes this apparent. they take me to
this crowded frat-bar

somewhere on spring street. i leave melissa and
claudia alone for a bit, and i stand around outside with some kids who are drinking beer. they
ask me about melissa and a bicycle, and i pretend that i don't know what they' re talking about.
finally, i decide to go back inside, and i run into
melissa and claudia in the back of the bar. melissa smiles, turns to me, and says: "it was nice
meeting you. run!" realizing that claudia seriously despises me, i step outside the bar and walk
west.
nedda's party at 289 is much better. the dj
integrates lots of arabic and latino riffs, and i get
free-drink cards.
phil collins is no friend of mine, but check beth
out trying to get me into webster hall on a random thursday night. i happened to be dressed
to kill, but the doorpeople are not at all impressed
with my t-shirt. will wonders ever cease?
canal jean co. is conspiring against me and
my fashionability. on thursday night i stop by to
shop, and they don't let me in. i go home, change
my outfit, and try again the following morning.
they still won't let me in.
on the "n" one morning, me and this elderly
wommon throw kisses to each other across the
train. on-the-way-to-work-people stare straight
ahead. i am just happy that i got out of times
square just as the subway performer (boy with a
guitar) broke into "what's the story morning
glory?"
things are definitely looking up. i' m in little
green's apartment on saturday night, and we are
getting ready to go out with big black. little green
and big black call me "tiny yellow." we are all in a secret club. anyhow, little green and i discuss how we will share a cab with big black
on our way downtown. when the three of us step outside, we start
walking towards 10th avenue. suddenly big black smoothly says: "tiny
yellow, over here." he directs me and little green to a smoked white
acura with gold rope around the license plates. before you can say,
"put your hands together," little green and i are cruising all ovennanhattan
in big black' s gangster mobile. big black drives as smoothly as he acts
and talks. we hit nedda's party, and sapphire. and after i dance to
"billy jean" at sapphire, i'm set up for a week. like i say, things are
looking up.
·
did you know that the "d" runs along 8th avenue from w4-59th
street on sundays?
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By Bebe Dorson

WAGNER, Continued from Page 2
administration support, including an increased budget, more promotion, a photographer at events, and scholarship stipends to Wagner
chairs and authors. More faculty are also encouraged to get involved.
This year, with the exception of Professors B. James George, Denise
C. Morgan and Laura Stein, who was also instrumental in helping
with the fact pattern, no other full-time faculty member judged during
the competition. Many adjunct professors judged rounds.

DON'T WAIT

With the competition behind them, the
Wagner team, which began working on
the event over the summer, agrees there
is a void in their lives.

If you meant to write or call today
Or pay a visit to someone far away,
Don't wait until some later date,
For by then it may be too late.
If you meant to send someone a gift;
If oyu intended to give someone a lift,
By paying a well-deserved compliment,
Do it today before it's time to repent;
For we never know until it's too late,
When we are saying our last goodbye,
Leaving us with too many regrets
For so many kindnesses we had meant.
Don't proctastinate another day
While precious time passes away;
Why suffer the sadness of regret
When there's time to do it yet.

LITTLE THINGS
In time, little things become things of might Little rays of light become warmth of the sun;
Little drops of water become streams and lakes;
Little seeds become a bounteous harvest;
Little oaks become mighty oaks;
Little words become a speech of eloquence;
Little dreams become great plans for the future;
Little words of encouragement can mold strength of character;
Little kindnesses reward with innerjoy and self esteem;
Little feats of accomplishment lead to fulfillment of one's goal;
Little people become masters of the universe;
Accumulated little things become deeds of greatness in the boundless span of life.

This year, students wrestled with a disparate impact problem and
age discrimination claim. Ms. McCoy, a retired 20-year law enforcement veteran, was hired for $53,000 by Puerta Pacific College in
September 1995 to teach. One month later, the college, citing its Profit
Plan, which was implemented to bolster the school from financial difficulties, fired Ms. McCoy and hired 28-year-old Ms. Vicki Stubbing
for $28,000. The case was initially heard by arbitrator Issac Washington, who ruled in favor of the college.
The case went all the way up to the U.S. Supreme Court, which
consisted of distinguished Justices: Hon. Charles I. Cohen of Morgan, Lewis & Brockius and a former Member of the National Labor
Relations Board; Hon. Sarah Fox, a Member of the NLRB; Hon.
Spencer H. Lewis, District Director of the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission; Hon. John Neil Raudabaugh ofMatkov,
Salzman, Madoff & Gunn and a former Member of the NLRB; Hon.
Daniel Silverman, Regional Directorofthe NLRB; and Hon. John C.
Truesdale, former Member of the NLRB.
Although Barton Reeves and Stein had to carefully edit Klein's
puns, which he is infamous for after the Dorothy Gale trial, he did
manage to get one footnote in where he makes reference to the fact
that "Mr. Washington recently passed the bar after spending many
· years behind it." He was not as successful in adding "like love that is
exciting and new" (sing along) after the Court of Appeals held that this
was a case of first impression. And he compromised in naming C. C.
Charro, who Klein wanted to introduce as Cuchi-Cuchi Charro.
With the competition behind them, the Wagner team, which began working on the event over the summer, agrees there is a void in

their lives.
"I slept for 13 1/2 hours straight," Wallis said. "It's almost depressing," Klein added.
As fornextyear's Wagner chairs, authors and editors, this year's
crew cannot stress enough how important is it to discover the strengths
of new members and put their talents to use. "It's definitely a team
By Jean Eisenmeyer
effort," Alt Langone said.
In addition to the extraordinary help from executive board memCivility, where have you disappeared? Did you decide to hide your bers and the entire association, special thanks go to Schrader, Robhead in shame? Have we "progressed" to the point where politeness ert S. Del.uca, Lisa Aljian, Stacey Bleaman, Elizabeth Dooley, Meriem
and manners have been placed on the back burner?
Faidi and Marna Albanese. Additionally, Juanita Gillus, Stephen Goot,
Webster's dictionary defines "civility" as "polite actions and speech and Professor Laura Stein were invaluable
prompted by consideration of others; courteous; dignified." Have reThe competition is named after distinguished alum Robert F.
spect for teachers and parents diminished? The traffic signs grant pe- Wagner, Sr., who graduated from New York Law School in 1900.
destrians the right of way. Do car drivers yield to this? Buses reserve Wagner was elected to the New York State Assembly in 1904, where
front seats for the elderly and disabled. Have young people disregarded he served until 1918. After becoming a justice of the New York State
this sign - or is it possible they don't take the trouble to read it?
Supreme Court for seven years, Wagner left in 1926 when he was
The velocity of the wind reached a high of 5 0 miles per hour. A frail elected to the U.S. Senate. He resigned in 1949, but not before sponold lady was struggling to cross the street. Happily, a young man came soring the National Labor Relation Act of 193 5, a centerpiece of Presito her aid. Hallelujah! The world has seen the demise of words like dent Roosevelt's New Deal.
"please" and "thank you." Has it come to this?
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student's appreciation of the need for preparation and productive study
habits may be undermined ifhe/she is too anxious to sit down to engage a consistent study program.
The best way to address this fear is head-on. First, students
must recognize that it can happen. They must then put the thought out
of their heads and give the exam effort 100%. Even though there are
many factors connected to bar preparation that students can control,
there can arise situations which will negatively impact upon that preparation which they cannot control. The worst that can happen in any
event is that the student will have to take it again. If passing the exam
is the goal, then the student will take it as many times as is necessary to
achieve it.
CONCLUSION
The bar exam has often been compared to that of a "rite of passage." What some people really mean when they say the bar is a rite
of passage is, "I got mine. Now, you get yours!".
Accordingly, I reject the "rite of passage model ofbar exam pr~aration." I believe the exam to be more like a ritual-a very specific,
highly sophisticated, elaborate ritual, full of technical minutia ~fully
contrived to test a student's resolve. That resolve must be evident
from the beginning of the study period and must be strong enough to
take a student through the final day of the exam. The more students
learn about the process, the less mystery and mistake there will be in
treating the ritual with the utmost seriousness, respect and hard work.
The key is hard work. There is a direct correlation between the quality and quantity of work done and the chances of success on the bar
exam. The harder, longer (and smarter) a student works, the better
the chances of passing on the first try.

ply guessed. Chose correctly and you receive full credit.
A second factor which differentiates most law school exams from
the bar exam is grading. Grading must be objective, based upon
answers identified as correct before the exam is administered. Conversely, some law school exam answers are "works in progress." the
professor may not have had a fully completed answer to ~ exam
question before administering the exam, but once he/she reviews the
students' papers, the professor will "know it when he/she sees it."
Moreover, no matter what precautions law schools may take to ensure test-taker anonymity, students still fear that a professor will be
able to identify their test paper and artificially lower their grade.
Not so with the bar exam. A machine grades the MBEs. Short
answers are like word searches. Either you have the correct "key
words" (to get credit) or you don't. And unless someone goes to
extreme lengths, chances are good that a person's anonymity will remain in tact. While there may be more opportunity for subjectivity
with grading bar exam essays (because graders have more discretion
in awarding points), that discretion is carefully delineated and subject
to one or more layers of review. Consequently, for the vast majority of
the tens of thousands of people who will be taking bar exams across
the country, little opportunity is provided for the type of exam tampering that some students fear.
More Certainty
As such, these differences between the bar exam and law school
exams make the bar much easier to prepare for and to pass. The bar
exam provides more certainty in terms of what to study and how it will
be graded than do many law school exams. There is less guess work
as to issues to be tested and the way in which answers are to be
presented. The examiners tell you in their handbooks ~~t ~ey look
for in an essay answer. A review of old bar exams will indicate the
ways in which issues are presented and sample answers tell students
how they should answer the question. With respect to the MBEs, the
answer is right there on the page!
INAPPROPRIATE STUDY HABITS
There are people who have dedicated much of their adult lives to
studying the bar exam and preparing students for it. These gurus
have been able to spot trends in testing; identify patterns in answers;
and develop successful strategies for test-taking. Most of them will
tell you that students must put in the time to pass the bar exam. That
may mean studying anywhere from 6 to 10 hours per day, 5 to 6 days
per week, for 6 to 10 weeks prior to the exam. This advice is often
lost on some students. Relying on tried and true law school study
habits (which may have been developed in college), these students do
not follow the advice given to them to put in the required amount of
time. Instead, they cram.
Crannning
Cramming does not work. It often proves unsuccessful for the
simple fact that the subject matter of the year-long or semester-long
courses, for which the student is now cramming, has already been
crammed or condensed into three hour lectures and into even shorter
outlines by the bar review programs. Consequently, students who
cram, in effect, are merely touching the surface of an already superficial treatment of an area oflaw. It will not work for most of them.
Passive Learning
Another way in which the adequacy of a student's preparation is
undermined is by the way in which they study. Many students still
engage in "passive study." They will simply read the materials or listen
to tapes, one or more times, believing this process will result in retention. Studies have shown, however, that a more "active" learning
approach results in greater learning. Active learning requires "handling", shaping or manipulating the information read, e.g., reading and
outlining, summarizing, or answering questions about what was read.
This active approach is seen in a component of most bar review courses
which calls for the taking of practice exam questions. Students are
thereby afforded the opportunity to discern what they know from what
they do not, and they do so in time to make needed corrections. Successful bar attempts are often the result of this key bar preparation
component.
UNPRODUCTIVE EXAM ANXIETY
We now tum to a final consideration-unproductive exam anxiety. A little anxiety is a good thing. It keeps people motivated and
alert. Too much, however, may result in dysfunction. As such, a

City Law Breakfast
Features Rudy
Washington
By Adam Lancer
On Friday, March 21, Deputy Mayor Rudy Washington spoke
in the Faculty Dining Room about the City's women and minority
owned businesses. Sponsored by the Center for New York City
Law, the breakfast attracted eighty or so people. Many of them were
moved during the speech, especially when he spoke ofhis humble
beginnings as a black subcontractor. For
his first job, he was paid $30,000 to
paint a bridge in southern New Jersey.
Unable to pay for the equipment and
workers, Washington rented the necessary items and drove down to New Jersey with a makeshift workforce, consisting of his father, brother, and neigh-·
hors.
He also spoke in great detail about
the adversity and discrimination he faced as a fledgling sub-contractor. For example, after satisfactorily completing a $30,000 dollar
job for New York State, the prime contractor refused to pay him.
When Washington met with the contractor to work out a settlement,
the contractor offered to pay him only $12, 000. Dis gusted and confounded, Washington refused. The contractor told Washington to
sue him and the State refused to intercede on his behalf, even though
the contractor conceded that Washington did a satisfactory job.
Washington, a former Commissioner of the Department ofBusiness Services, has not forgotten these experiences, and is now working
to correct some of the wrongs. Washington is looking to encourage
City contracting with minority and women owned businesses, and
require arbitration for contractors who deal with the City.
The next Center breakfast will be on April 18 when City Comptroller Alan G Hevesi will speak about his office. For more information please call 431-2115.
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